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Capsular is an really easy game to learn the most mechanics in just 1 game thats 10 minutes. However it's hard to master! An
very unique one shot one kill mechanic that has already 3 diffrent game modes to give some refreshments to the game. 5 Maps
and 4 diffrent weapons that makes the one shot one kill game even more intresting. And the movement feels like old school
shooter games (quake ish) I feel like the game is underpriced right now considering how much content it already has and theres
more to come.. Capsular is an really easy game to learn the most mechanics in just 1 game thats 10 minutes. However it's hard
to master! An very unique one shot one kill mechanic that has already 3 diffrent game modes to give some refreshments to the
game. 5 Maps and 4 diffrent weapons that makes the one shot one kill game even more intresting. And the movement feels like
old school shooter games (quake ish) I feel like the game is underpriced right now considering how much content it already has
and theres more to come.. This is the most fun fps I've played in a long time! You need at least one other to have a good time,
but the more people, the more fun. If you are bored and looking to play a fun simple fps, get this and you'll have a great time.
There are power weapons around the map and they have a respawn ring to let you know when they are going to respawn. You
also shoot the power weapons to get them which is really cool. The sliding around is hilarous too! I can't recommend the game
ecnough though for the price.. One man project done right. Perfect game for two or three rounds in between while having fun
with fast paced fights.. Tons of fun. Developer is friendly and the Discord is active with lots of nice people. Sound design,
weapon design, and map design are all fun and provide nice variety while maintaining the "one shot one kill" mentality that
makes this game so intense. The sliding and jumping are also very well executed and overall the game is very responsive. The
simple art style focuses you on improving your skill and its got a nice aesthetic. For the price, its definitely worth buying.. Has a
nice glow, On a basic level this game just has a nice air. You can't challenge that. If you really want something to chew on go
back to counter strike and get hacked out of your room. Still no. I'm not sure if I can give you that. You're leeching me. Idk
man. If I could argue this point without an example I would. This ones it for me. It will be something I come back to from time
to time. The light of positivity i'm defending was much more expensive to me I guess. Its hard to say, but the jabbing worries
me. My want IS final. Jabbing me away doesn't save the pulverizer I'm putting this thing on display.. This is the most fun fps
I've played in a long time! You need at least one other to have a good time, but the more people, the more fun. If you are bored
and looking to play a fun simple fps, get this and you'll have a great time. There are power weapons around the map and they
have a respawn ring to let you know when they are going to respawn. You also shoot the power weapons to get them which is
really cool. The sliding around is hilarous too! I can't recommend the game ecnough though for the price.. Has a nice glow, On a
basic level this game just has a nice air. You can't challenge that. If you really want something to chew on go back to counter
strike and get hacked out of your room. Still no. I'm not sure if I can give you that. You're leeching me. Idk man. If I could
argue this point without an example I would. This ones it for me. It will be something I come back to from time to time. The
light of positivity i'm defending was much more expensive to me I guess. Its hard to say, but the jabbing worries me. My want
IS final. Jabbing me away doesn't save the pulverizer I'm putting this thing on display.
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